
 

[PS2][JAP]Romancing SaGa Minstre

Gamers shouldnt discount the SaGa Series just because of its box art. In it own way, this game draws
much attention to itself. Its graphics are unmatched for an RPG game; its music and sound is top-

notch; and it boasts one of the best stories of the whole genre. However, while its gameplay is
indeed unique and original (coming from an RPG series that has always been rather mundane) its

story, characters, and presentation are just mediocre at best. Since the game isnt perfect, it doesnt
deserve a perfect score. I award it a 91%. But if you can find the time to put in 30-40 hours of effort,
then you could definitely get to love this game. So, was the hype real? Well, it should be. Romancing
SaGa is not only one of the best titles on the Genesis, but is one of the best RPGs of the generation.

Sadly, the game was released in North America by Atlus, a company that seems to be only
interested in releasing Japanese games on the Genesis. From the days of their Astro Fight series of
games, their quality seems to decrease each new release. Sadly, Romancing SaGa is no exception,
and was not localized into English until they acquired the rights to all of the SaGa games. I can only

hope that this situation changes for the better in the near future. In the meantime, if you are a fan of
RPGs, there is no better time to pick this game up. Damn, good review. I'm a ROMancing SaGa

fanboy (I didn't know there was such a thing but I'm on the same page as you), and I've only played
one part of Romancing SaGa X and all of Romancing SaGa 3's subquests/main story. Right now I'm
really itching to finish 3 but I've heard the rest of the games are a bit rough. I'll just go ahead and

get this game ASAP then. Thanks again. I was for a little while. I guess I'll just buy the game! Thanks
again!

[PS2][JAP]Romancing SaGa Minstre

If you somehow missed it, SaGa was a huge game in the 90s, a genre that fell into disuse for more
than 10 years after Final Fantasy VIII and a few other main-series games that came out in the late

90s/early 00s. With Square Enix's ongoing SaGa kick, this is a good opportunity to catch up and see
what all of the fuss was about. What was it really? Well, it was basically a game where you were a

character, and got a chance to discover the story, complete quests, defeat bosses, and do all sorts of
silly things. To put it simply, it's a sort of role-playing game that is very similar to what you'd see in

the early Dungeons & Dragons titles. However, since it's just a game, it's a solid candidate for a brief
and passing jaunt as any other game can be. As with other SaGa games, the player can either fight

monsters or use items, and the key to winning battles is obtaining items from enemies and then
equipping them. As a character, Romaro has the ability to equip up to eight items at once. Four of
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them can be used at once, and one is for carrying stuff. Each item has a number on it, and one of the
key actions in the game is leveling up items, which increases their power and creates more powerful
items that can be used. At the core of the story are the four knights of Fulfilment. Within their ranks
are many different classes and characters: the stalwart knights, the minstrel of the Fulfillment, the

young knight Haslune, the ever mysterious Dahlia and the aloof trickster Cygne. There are a total of
over 200 characters in the game, all of them with their own back stories and quirks. They can

combine to create teams of various party sizes. You can switch between the four of them at any
time. Each character has his or her own special skill that can complement other characters. Some

characters even have their own unique goals, ones that you'll have to check out if you want to figure
out the truth behind the mystery. Time is money, and you'll have to choose your battles carefully.
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